
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This kit is delivered "ready to assemble" and includes 
everything you will need.

Powder coated Steel Frame
Heavy Duty Moulded Corner Connectors
19mm UV Treated Cat Netting
Net reinforced webbing edges
Pre-Sewn Heavy Duty 10mm Zipper
Full Instructions for assembly
Weight Approx.: 32kg

Our Classic range of freestanding cat enclosures are 
made of Sturdy Powder coated Steel, with heavy duty 
moulded steel reinforced corner connectors, and 
Extra-Tough UV stabilised and Professionally Edged 
19mm netting. This makes them ideal for indoors or for 
outdoor verandahs or backyards.

With thousands of enclosures sold throughout 
Australia and the world, Catnets has established itself 
as a main supplier and primary innovator in the cat 
containment industry. Based on customer feedback 
and extensive product testing, we've spent the 
previous 3 years developing freestanding enclosures 
that satis�ed customers 3 main requirements: Our 
customers have noted that a freestanding cat 
enclosure must be:

Safe and comfortable for my cat(s)
Strong and Sturdy
Must be a�ordable for all cat owners

Being made of a sturdy design, our Classic Range 
Enclosures are ideal for permanent home use as well as 
being an ideal option for:

Cat owners who are renting or moving often
Commercial vet/cattery/rescue home/pet stores 
etc.

Double Size
Freestanding Cat Enclosure
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Although overall weight is of concern, a cat enclosure 
MUST still be sturdy and be able to withstand the 
elements. We have incorporated a strong, light weight 
steel frame, with purpose moulded SUPER STRONG 
STEEL CORNER CONNECTORS. As netted enclosures are 
generally top heavy by design, light weight plastic 
corner connectors just aren't suitable and safe as a 
design option.

With netting supplied for well over a thousand 
individual enclosures each year, as well as being the 
wholesale supplier to over 25 Cat Net Installers and 
Resellers throughout Australia & New Zealand, Catnets 
is con�dent in providing only the best quality netting. 
Our netting is pre-stretched to tension, is Heat set 
during manufacture and is of course UV Treated.

The included cat hammock is not made of your usual 
shade cloth. It is manufactured using a heavy Duty 
vinyl coated polyester woven �bre mesh that is 20 
times stronger than �breglass mesh. It has quality 
edging and is super simple to attach in minutes. You 
can add more hammocks as required.

We are currently also including a triangular shade sail 
to further enhance the comfort and aesthetics of the 
enclosure.

They are pre-�tted with a heavy duty, double sided 
10mm NET zipper for entry and exit.

Advantages of a cat enclosure include:

Safe and cost e�ective method of allowing your cat 
some outdoor time
Light weight - can be moved quite easily from one 
area to another.
Suited for balconies where strata laws forbid 
complete net enclosure
All components are UV treated and suitable for 
outdoor usage
Moulded FULL STEEL corner connectors for 
superior strength

Our netting manufacturer is certified to:
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